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editorial note

I realize that as Ashton grows, the frequency of nagging and scold-
ing him increases.  Sometimes, I begin to feel that I have fallen 
into the trap of inefficient parenting by nagging and scolding him.  
Wonder if it is because of my busy work schedule that is making 
me losing my patience or is it his mischief and refusal to co-oper-

ate or a combination of both.  
In fact, I am a little worried.  I am worried that my impatience and 

scolding will affect his character development yet at the same time, I can’t 
control my anger.  If you are having difficulty with getting your child to 
co-operate with you, you may want to read the article by Study Grand-
master as they share some tips on getting our children to co-operate.  I 
guess, I need to work harder. Parenting books might not be enough for 

me.  Might need to double up and work on my anger management as well.
Anyway, unhappiness aside, I am looking forward to Children’s Day and wondering at how I can celebrate the 

special day with them.  Come to think of it, I should block out the day and stay away from my computer for the 
whole day just for once.

As I was making a list of where to go, I thought of including them in one of our story Children’s Day Special to 
share with all of you.  If you are also making plans, maybe you would like to check the article out! 

Back to our Oct Issue:
1. The results for the kids drawing contest is out.  Check out for the winner’s drawing that is being featured in the 
magazine.  Congratulations to our very first winner, little Renee Liow.
2. Having difficulties getting back to enjoyable sex life after birth, Clinical Sexologist, Martha Lee offer advices of 
the exercise that women can work on to help your body prepare for sex again.
3. Gloria from Tender Loving Touch is giving free baby massage to 3 mothers with babies from 3 weeks to 2 
months old.  Read on for more details.

Enjoy your October Issue!

Happy Reading!
Elaine
Today’s Motherhood
Parenting in a New Era
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feature story

If you are still thinking hard, here are 
the top few choices of Today’s Mother-
hood…

Play, Play and Play!
Peek-a-Boo Indoor Playground
www.peekaboo.com.sg

This children’s indoor playground is one 
of the latest additions to Kallang Lei-
sure Park. It is a compact playground in 
comparison to other indoor playground, 
making it easy for parents to keep a 
lookout for the kids.  Finding a parking 
lot near Kallang Leisure Park is seldom a 
problem if there are no concerts going on 
at the nearby Indoor Stadium.  Parents 
will be happy to know that they can chill 
out after a great time at the indoor play-
ground as there are other entertainment 
outlets at Kallang Leisure Park, such as 
a bowling centre, cinema theatres and a 
great variety of restaurants as well.   
leisure Park Kallang 5 Stadium Walk, 
#02-12/13 Singapore 397693

We are always on the hunt for 
good places to bring our kids 
to keep them occupied. What 
are your plans to celebrate 
Children’s Day in October?

Fun On
Children’s Day!
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feature story

Play, Play and Play!
The Polliwogs
www.thepolliwogs.com

THE POLLIWOGS is Singapore’s 
newest Premium family and children 
recreation centre.   Located on the 
picturesque East Coast beach, THE 
POLLIWOGS is the place for parents 
and children to bond through inter-

active play in the indoor play maze 
(which also accommodates adults), 
outdoor giant Polliwobbly (Inflatable 
bouncy) and a dedicated toddler area 
for the young ones.   
Special appearances by magicians, 
a balloon sculpturist, face painters, 
and other talents and performers 
are arranged from time to time for 

added enjoyment.   Group games are 
organised and conducted regularly by 
trained hosts to keep the children en-
gaged while offering a chance for the 
parents to take a much deserved break.   
1020 EaST COaST PaRKWay
#01-02, Singapore 449878
(Former Singap ore Tennis Centre, 
Behind Waraku restaurant)
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BaCK TO ThE 70’S
Pasir Ris Kid’s Kampong
www.prkidskampong.com

Pasir Ris Kid’s Kampong is a great 
place for the kids to enjoy the good 
old days of outdoor fun that we 
used to have, such as longkang 
fishing and animal feeding. It is a 
place where this favourite pastime 
can be relived and experienced by 
our young of today while the adults 
reminiscent the good old times of 
having simple fun in the sun.
no 11, Pasir Ris Farmway 1

GO naTuRE! WhaT 
aBOuT a PICnIC?
http://www.nparks.gov.sg

Explore Mother Nature with the kids.  
They’ll love it!  If the weather is good, 
you may want to start your day with a 
morning walk and pack some food for 
a picnic as the first stop for a fun filled 
day!  Visit the Bukit Timah Nature 
Reserve, Labrador Nature Reserve 
or Sungei Buloh Wetland Reserves, 
whichever is nearer to you!
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pregnancy

Contrary to the notion that women must 
shoulder all the burdens of pregnancy, 
men play an important role in the child-
bearing process. Pregnancy is a journey 
shared by both the husband and the 
wife so it is critical that would-be fathers 
realize their roles and  together with their 
wives, enjoy the 9 months and be fully 
prepared for the new member of the fam-
ily who is about to enter their world.

“Pregnancy is not at all a “mom 
thing”. It requires both husband and 
wife to work hand in hand to ensure 
the success of the pregnancy.” Here are 
some special points to heed in making 
the pregnancy journey a fulfilling and 
memorable one:
 Never criticize your wife’s body. 
She may morph into an unrecognizable 
fat lady and no longer looks like the glam-
orous girlfriend or wife that she once was. 
Pregnancy creates unbelievable transfor-
mation to her body but she should not 
be feeling lesser because she doesn’t look 
perfect for you anymore. Try to appreci-
ate how her body is perfectly adjusting to 
give the best conditions to sustain your 
baby and do not ever be focused on her 
new flaws. 
 Stay close during a crisis. Pregnancy 
is often shrouded in uncertainty. Nobody 
wants to encounter accidents that may 
harm the mother and child. Make sure 
that you are always there beside her in all 

Tips To be a SUCCESSFUL
Daddy-to-be!

of your family’s ups and downs.
 Communicate. Talk to your wife 
about how she is feeling about the change 
and how her body is adapting to preg-
nancy requisites. Let her express herself 
freely and be the loving husband is tuned 
to her unspoken emotions.
 Help to find outside support. Your 
wife may not be telling you everything 
that she is going through during preg-
nancy. But in case she shares her situation 
with you and is at loss, you may want to 
volunteer to consult other people on your 
own and surprise her with the solution to 
her problem. 
 Let the flame of love burn. Your 

wife needs lots of love and attention 
during the pregnancy. The discomfort 
and pain she feels will only be eased out 
through your hugs and kisses which she 
holds on to for courage.
 Spend more time at home. You may 
not want your wife to settle all her prob-
lems alone especially if the due date is 
near. Help her prepare for the coming of 
the baby and see to it that she is prepared 
for that big day!

Pregnancy may not only change the 
physical part of your relationship but 
the emotional and psychological aspects 
as well. Be ready to listen and always be 
there for each other.



*TERMS AND CONDITIONS
This contest is only open to subscribers who are currently residing in Singapore only.  Prizes must be taken as provided and are neither transferrable nor exchangeable for cash.  
Sponsors reserved the right to substitute the prizes with things / services of equivalent value.  Upon submission of your entry, you are deemed to have agreed that the organi-

sation / sponsors can use, archive and distribute the data provided by you in a manner we deem fit, without reference to you.  The winner is not automatically guaranteed to be 
the cover page model.

Submit your baby photos to Today’s 
Motherhood to take part in our 

“Photogenic Baby Photo Contest”! 
Winner of the Photogenic Baby 

Photo Contest will be entitled to 5 
professional image shoots worth $70 
by professional child photographer, 
Kelly Soon, and also a chance to be 

our Next Cover Page Model *. 

RULES & REGULATIONS: 

1. You must be a SUBSCRIBER of Today’s Motherhood to enter the 
contest 
2. Only ONE photo per child per subscriber (2 photos for 2 children 
allowed)
3. File size of photo must NOT exceed 1M or 1000k Bytes 
4. You can only submit the photo of your OWN child
5. Age of child is 5 years old or less

**Failure to comply with the above rules & regulations will result in 
disqualification**

HOW TO ENTER : 
Email us at babycontest@todaysmotherhood.com with the  
following details by 7 Oct 09 or the first 306 pictures only: 

a. Name of Child 
b. Child’s Date of Birth 
c. Your Name 
d. Your Email Address 
e. Subject of Email : Photogenic Baby Contest  
f. Yes, I reside in Singapore

Top 12 Photogenic Babies will be  featured in Today’s Motherhood 
Magazine under “Photogenic Baby Photo Contest”.  The voting will 
be done by an internal panel of judges.

P hotoge
nic Baby Contest

Today’s Motherhood    11 
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confinement recipes

Confinement Food Cooking Method
1. Rinse and scald the mutton, dried longans and Dang Gui.
2. Put all ingredients into a stewing pot.
3. Stew for 3 hours.
4. Season with salt
5. Serve hot.

 

Mutton Soup with Dang Gui

Confinement 
Recipe 
Ingredients
►20g Dang Gui

► 20g Dried Longans

► 15g Ginger

► 250g Mutton

► 3 cups Boiling Water



With 20 years of experience, Angel Face's 
philosophy is to cure and treat your skin 
problems with a team of skilled and well 
trained therapists. Every treatment is 
customized and Angel Face aspires to 
rekindle every woman's desire for lasting 
beauty. Angel Face caters to a wide range 
of budgets and time, ranging from one 
hour skin renewal facial to a 3 hour rejuve-
nating face and body regime. 
 
Their services include:
� Customised Facial
� Customised Slimming
� Body Treatments / Massage
� Eye Treatment / Neck Care
� Eyelash Perm / Extension
� Embroidery - Eyebrow, Eyeliner & 
Lips
� Permanent Hair Removal
�  Manicure & Pedicure

Angel Face  

Professional in  
Beauty Solutions
Angel Face runs an exclusive 
group of salons which covers 
all aspects of beauty therapy 
and offers professional consul-
tation for any requirement.

Blk 1 Tanjong Pagar Plaza
#01-28/48

Singapore 082001
Tel : 6225 2300 / 6223 6069 / 6221 3723

1 Raffles Place #02-04
OUB Centre

Singapore 048616
Tel : 6532 2132

50 East Coast Road
#01-116 Roxy Square 2

Singapore 428769
Tel : 6348 1315

Spa Ritual
50A Tras Street

Singapore 078989
Tel : 6536 6118 

At Angel Face, being beautiful does not 
have to be tedious or expensive: 
 
skin care Tips for all ladies
� Remember to remove your makeup 
thoroughly
� Choose suitable skincare products
� Morning: Use a hydrating and pro-
tection cream after wash
� Evening: Use regenerating cream after 
wash
� Use eye products for the delicate 
eye area
� Exfoliate your face with a soft scrub 
twice every week, followed by a suitable 
face mask 

advertorial
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cover story

Parenting is a hard but rewarding task 
once you know how to cope with chal-
lenges during the first 30 days from 
giving birth. Parenting is an everyday 
journey – a new day is set to have a new 
kind of responsibility to deal with. The 
new parents should know and anticipate 
challenges so that they will be able to 
overcome them. Here are some of the 
tips to triumph parenting problems dur-
ing the first month:

Nursing Hints:
1. Nursing mothers should seek the 
help of professionals and those who are 
lactation experts for advice on easy nurs-
ing. You can also ask friends who had 
good nursing experience to share with 
you how they managed to deal with the 
problems.
2. Take advantage of hospital resources 
as you ask for nurses or lactation consul-
tants to assist you during your first days 

of breastfeeding.
3. Avoid interruptions when feeding 
the baby by preparing yourself for every 
nursing moment. You can pee before 
starting out with the feeding and make 
sure you put everything you need on 
your side. 
4. Use warm compress for engorged 
breasts or blocked ducts.
5. Use a cold pack for sore breasts after 
breast feeding.

Wisdom for New Parents 
on the First 30 Days
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6. Introduce bottle feeding 6-8 weeks af-
ter breast feeding to allow baby to adjust 
to feeding routines. 

Sleeping
7. Forget about being tired and sleepless 
as you bear in mind that baby’s welfare is 
what matters most.
8. As parenting is a couple-work, you 
can take turns with your spouse in stay-
ing late for feeding and taking care of the 
baby during wee hours.
9. Sleep when the baby is in sweet slumber.
10. Never stop looking for ways to 
make the baby fall asleep. 

Soothing
11. Mimic the womb by swaddling, 
swinging and shushing to soothe infants. 
12. Try some music magic as they not 
only theoretically make babies smarter 
but they also practically calm them.
13. Use warm wipes during diaper 
change.

14. Apply some pampering tricks like 
light tapping.
15. Speak to the baby during bathe time. 
 
Dad Roles
16. Allow husbands to get involved and 
forget about the fear of doing wrong and 
refrain from making criticisms.
17. Request for time off from work and 
leave your husband and your newborn 
for some time alone. This will give him 
the chance to take care of the baby 
through his own little ways. 
18. Share responsibilities so each of you 
can have time for yourselves. 
19. Let Dad and the baby do some fun 
things together. 

Time Outs
20. Take the best advice as you ignore 
those which you think will not be best 
for you and your baby.
21. Break away from housework be-
cause you need to focus on the baby for 

the first few months of parenting. You 
can hire someone to do chores for you if 
your husband is busy with work. 
22. Take advantage of little help from 
neighbours or friends like holding the 
baby while you take a shower.
23. Be honest with the kind of help 
you really need. Let the offered help be 
beneficial as it caters to what you really 
have to have for the moment.
24. When people offer help, make sure 
you hand down things which you find 
difficult to accomplish on your own. 
Helps are supposed to ease you out 
of struggle and not to redirect you to 
harder tasks. 
25. Take some time to breathe out stress 
as you leave the room for five minutes and 
savour the world outside.
 
Viewing the World 
Together
26. Journey to a public place with your 
baby but make sure you have someone to 
assist you especially if it is your first time 
going out. 
27. In the absence of another person to 
back you up, avoid places that stimulate 
baby irritation. Opt for a library, a book-
store or a quiet park near you. 
28. Don’t forget to pack your diaper bag 
as contingency measure. 
29. Bring extra shirt for yourself because 
babies might soil your clothes with spill-
age or pee leakages.
30. Anticipate change of plans because 
anything might happen anywhere. 

The first thirty days of parenting 
might seem so difficult but you will 
soon get through it. Take everything as 
a challenge to your parenting capa-
bilities and remember how your own 
mother was able to make it before. 
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your baby

This is where infant massage comes in 
useful!

What is infant massage?
It is a parenting skill parents need to know 
on how to touch their child in a man-
ner that conveys love, trust, respect and 
nurturance.  A nurturing touch (or the lack 
of it) can influence the way we think, feel 
and relate to others.  Massage is a shared 
experience between parent and baby which 
allows the child to release tension and 

encourage visual and kinesthetic learning.

What are the benefits of 
infant massage?  
� Helps parents understand baby’s non-
verbal communication and physical needs
� Baby feels nurtured, secured and loved, 
and thereby develops a sense of well-being
� Baby sleeps more soundly, so will 
Mummy!
� Helps baby relieve stress and tension
� Gives baby a sense of belonging in the 

All You Need to know about  
infant massage
Unlike buying electrical 
appliances which come with an 
instructional manual that guides 
you on how to handle them, 
newborn babies do not arrive 
with a manual.  No first-time 
parent will ever be fully prepared 
to deal with a cranky baby. 

 by Gloria WonG   http://WWW.tenderlovinGtouch.com.sG
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family unit
� Provides an opportune time for relax-
ation and fun!

Every parent can learn how to give an 
excellent massage by learning the right 
techniques.  Besides being a wonderful gift 
that a parent can give to her child, it is a 
satisfying handicraft, a vehicle for teaching 
relaxation, trust, respect and nurturance.

Basically, we recommend massage 
for babies from as young as two weeks 
old.  The pressure of the touch should be 
as gentle as you would press your eyeballs 
with your finger. The duration of massage 
should not exceed ten minutes for infants 
less than one month.   The baby’s cues must 
also be observed. If baby looks stressed and 
cries, you should not continue with the 
massage. 

massage oil 
Use cold pressed vegetable oil and not baby 
oil that has “mineral oil” stated on the 
label.  Commercially-produced mineral 
oils dry the skin and clog up pores.  A good 
and cheap massage oil would be grapeseed 
oil.   Oil is needed to avoid friction with 
the delicate baby skin.  It is not necessary 
to use oil for massaging the face unless the 
skin is very dry.   

Do a test patch on the baby’s arm about 
half an hour before the massage to check if 
there is any allergy.  If a rash develops, your 
baby could be sensitive to the chosen oil, so 
you should switch to something else such 
as safflower or avocado oil. 

PreParation for massage
To prepare for the massage, mummy  
has to:
1. remove jewellery from her hands and arms
2. have nails trimmed short and hands 
cleaned

3. clean baby’s skin 
4. find a comfortable place with back sup-
port and relax
5. preferably use a clean mattress on the 
floor
6. have a bottle of oil within reach
7. switch house phone and handphone off
8. ensure that there is no interruption from 
anyone
9. avoid having pets or other people in the 
room
10. preferably use the same room and 
music every time 

It is important to note that before the 
massage, the mummy must be totally 

relaxed and free from stress. Take deep 
breaths and affirm 
“I release all other thoughts and focus on 
my baby”. 

Place baby in a position where you can 
have eye contact, talk and sing to the baby 
during massage.  To the baby, Mummy has 
the most beautiful voice in the world!  

Always ask permission first – “Darling, 

may I massage you please?” and watch for 
his reaction and cues.  As you massage dif-
ferent parts of the body,  name the part that 
you are massaging, for instance,  “Mummy 
is now massaging your right leg” and 
baby will learn which is his right leg and 
add “right leg” to his “little vocabulary list” 
and so on.

The (International Association of 
Infant Massage) IAIM massage techniques 
comprise the following:
Indian Technique – movement outwards 
to release tension
Swedish Technique – movement up-
wards for circulation towards the heart
Reflexology Technique – foot massage 
on the sole of the feet
Yoga Technique – relieve tummy discom-
fort

Lastly, before massaging your baby, 
parents should consult baby’s doctor or 
pediatrician if baby has

� unstable joints, brittle bones or fractures
� has had a vaccination within the seven 
days or is still suffering from the effects
� is taking any form of medication that 
causes drowsiness
� has any skin rashes or cuts
� has any contagious or infectious condi-
tions
� suffers from acute, unstable or advance 
conditions of the heart, kidney or liver
� has an unhealed umbilicus
� runs a temperature of more than 37.5°C

Today’s Motherhood Reader Privilege: 
The first 3 mothers with babies from three 
weeks to two months old to call 9159 6155 
gets a free Infant Massage instruction in the 
comfort of their homes by courtesy of The 
International Association of Infant Mas-
sage, Singapore instructors.

“Studies have shown that chil-
dren become calmer, concentrate 
better, have more confidence and 
are able to respond sociably when 
massage is incorporated into their 
daily routine.”
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“The smile of a child brightens up the day.  So send 
us the picture of your cheerful & innocent child now 
at babyphotos@todaysmotherhood.com”
a. Name of Child
b. Child’s Date of Birth
c. Your Name  

- Only ONE photo per child per subscriber (2 photos 
for 2 children allowed)
- File size of photo must NOT exceed 1M or 1000k 
Bytes
- Age of child is 8 years old or less  
- Open to all readers 

beautiful babies

ROWAE REGAV GOH
04.21.08

Rebeccarios Tan

ELLYNA TAN
06.05.09

Samuel & Caroline

IAN CHIA
20.02.09

Serene Chua
TRAVIS LEONG

26.11.08
Carolyn Leow

JAVE LEE
11.05.2009

Shuhua & May

JAYCIE LEE
13.04.2007

Shuhua & May
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DARREN TEH KAI YI
22.12.06

Ang Hwee Choo, Rachel 

ISABELLE POON
29.07.08

Loh Yih Huey
JACOB ANGWENLE

03.09.08

Jenny Kwang

PHUA YI JIE ZACC
05.02.08

Joan Leong

DENISE TEH KAI XIN

09.12.02

Ang Hwee Choo, Rachel

JAVEN LOH
07.03.09

Jasmin Ho 

Today’s Motherhood    19 
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growing up

 WWW.STUDYGRANDMASTER.COM

HOW TO CULTIVATE    GOOD STUDY HABITS
Cultivating the right study habits in your child is perhaps the one 
of the most powerful gifts you can give your child to help him 
succeed academically. “Effective study habits are nurtured 
and cultivated from young, and not a natural gift that chil-
dren are born with.” Helping to cultivate the right study habits 
will also boost the confidence massively in your child. However, 
being aggressive with your child is not the right way to make him 
improve his studies. Here are some ways to do it.

1The first thing that you need to 
make your child understand is 
what he can achieve by scoring 

good results as most children have no 
idea what they are studying for. Most 
study because they have no choice or 
because they want to please their par-
ents. You can give your child examples 
of successful personalities and how 
they achieved their dreams. Under-
stand what your child’s dreams are 
and work together in that direction. 

2Make a nice study area for your 
child. Keep the place clean and the 
atmosphere serene. Make sure it 

is clear of distractions like television and 
toys. This will help your child concentrate 
better. It will be very helpful if you can 
put up some inspirational quotations to 
motivate your child when he is discour-
aged. I actually have a compilation of 50 
powerful quotes which I get 
my students to paste 
on their desk on a 
weekly basis. And it 
has encouraged them 
tremendously. 
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HOW TO CULTIVATE    GOOD STUDY HABITS
3Take time to clarify any doubts that 

your child is facing. Look through 
your child’s textbook, so that you 

are also aware of the subjects and what 
the child is studying. If there is a need, 
engage a private tutor to help your child 
in his weaker subjects. When your child 
sees that you are interested in his studies, 
it will help him improve faster. The key is 
to show sincerity and genuine concern, 
not a fierce attitude. If you always scare 
your child, he may not open up to you, 
and you will not know what the actual 
problem is. 

4 When your child is not study-
ing, casually ask why. Get 
them to discuss the subjects 

and the doubts that they are facing. 
Help them to clarify those doubts 
and make it seem easier to your child 
rather than condemning him on not 
understanding simple things.

5Finally, do remember that every 
child has his own capacity. Don’t 
force your child to be seated in 

front of the books all the time. It is just 
forcing your child to do something that 
he doesn’t want to do. Such an approach 
has been proven to fail! And it will make 
your child dread his studies more. Give 
your child enough time and exposure so 
that the mind gets refreshed. Encourage 
him to take part in some light physical 
activities. It will help him study and absorb 
information better.

Follow these 5 simple steps, and prac-
tise them constantly. They are proven 
ways to cultivate effective study hab-
its and a sustained interest in studies.
Article by Study Grandmaster. To 
nurture your child into a genius, visit 
www.studygrandmaster.com.

By Study Grandmaster

“Think Big. Study Cool”



3 Simple Ways to Get Your Child to

Therefore, I concluded that 
constantly nagging or scold-
ing is not the way to get 
cooperation. The biggest 

secret is that parents should never tell 
their children what they should do. 
Children, especially when they are 
teens, have a strong emotional need for 
independence, and they hate being told 
how to think and what to do.
Instead, you should empower them 
with choices, giving them the choice of 
what they want in life. 

growing up

Firstly, I will like you to be truly 
honest with me and ask your-
self, “Are you tired of nagging 
your child?” Well, if your answer 
is ‘Yes’, there is good news for 
you! There are ways you can 
get your child to cooperate 
with you without constantly 
scolding and nagging at them! 
As a matter of fact, most chil-
dren I asked have a common 
wish for their parents – for 
them to stop nagging!

 www.studygrandmaster.com

22   Today’s Motherhood
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EmpowEring ThEm wiTh ChoiCEs
When you give them choices, they feel 
a sense of independence, and they also 
feel the freedom to choose their own life.
Hence, instead of nagging at them to 
study, you should give them choices 
and explain the goodness of studying 
and how it will enhance their lives.
If you put it across to them this way, 
they will feel empowered in their life. 
They will associate studying with 
freedom and happiness and not just to 
make their mum and dad happy.
Most students study because their par-
ents are very strict with them. Though 
it may bring short term effects, they 
will get disheartened in the long run as 
they feel that their feelings have been 
neglected and they are just studying to 
meet their parents’ expectations.

Talk abouT your FEElings
Instead of scolding my students every 
time they commit a mistake, I will use 
this useful strategy of sharing my feel-

ings with them.
“wonderful news is most kids care 
about their parents from the bot-
tom of their heart. and if you are 
open enough to share your feelings 
with them, they will be touched!”
Instead of scolding them…
“Why are you so playful? Can you 
stop playing the computer games and 
study?” 
Share your feelings…
“You know, son, I get upset when I see 
you neglecting your studies.”

givE ConsTruCTivE FEEdbaCk
When children make mistakes, the first 
thing most parents do is always throw-
ing accusations such as,
“That is wrong!”
“That is really so stupid!”
“Don’t do that!”
When we tell people that they are 
wrong, their automatic response will be 
to defend themselves. They will tend to 
‘fight back’ to justify their actions. 

So what can be a more effective strat-
egy? Instead of scolding straight away, 
you can first praise your child for what 
is correct, and then give advice on what 
can be improved.
Remember that there is nothing wrong 
with your children, there is only some-
thing wrong with their behaviour.
E.g.
“It is great to see you putting so much ef-
fort in your art, at the end of it, do clear 
up the table so that you can save me 
some time in tidying up the house.”
I have just shared 3 creative ways in 
which you can get your child to coop-
erate and listen to you willingly. Follow 
them and you may enjoy a happier and 
closer relationship with your child.

By Study Grandmaster

“Think big. study Cool”
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well being

 by: Martha Lee  
  www.eroscoaching.coM

ExErcisEs for  
YummY sEx aftEr babY
Post-pregnancy exercises to help your body  
prepare for sex again

Congratulations on your bundle of 
joy! While you might be eager to 
regain your figure and resume life, it 
is important that you be gentle on 
yourself and take it very slow. Your 
body is still recovering. Many women 
wait until after their sixth-week post-
partum check-up to start exercising 
again. Be sure to talk it over with your 
health care provider before embark-
ing on any exercise routine. 
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However if you feel up to it, here are a 
few easy post-pregnancy exercises to get 
you started: 

Pelvic floor strengthener
The pelvic muscles become weakened 
during natural childbirth, as a result of 
increased pressure on the area during 
pregnancy and may also be affected by a 
caesarean section. 
Kegel exercises can strengthen and tone 
the vaginal walls. They are the “first 
line” of a management program to treat 
stress or urge urinary incontinence. 
Stress incontinence is when a person 
“leaks” urine during laughing, sneezing 
or coughing. Urge incontinence is when 
a person feels a sudden urge to “go” and 

cannot quite make it to the bathroom. 
These conditions are common in 
women after pregnancy, childbirth or 
C-section.
 Lie on your back with knees bent and 
feet flat on the floor.
 Tighten the muscles of your vagina 
as if you were trying to stop the flow of 
urine when going to the bathroom.
 Hold for a minimum count of three, 
then release. Try to progressively build 
to a count of ten.
You can vary this exercise by varying the 
speed or assuming different physical 
positions such as standing up or walking. 

Head and shoulder raises 
 Lie on your back with knees bent and 

hands behind your head.
 Flatten the small of your back against 
the floor by tightening your abdominal 
muscles. Breathe in and as you exhale, 
slowly raise your head and shoulders off 
the ground.
 Lower yourself slowly and repeat the 
sequence eight to ten times. 
Be sure not to strain your neck with 
your hands, and to keep the small of 
your back pressed against the ground 
the whole time.

Pelvic tilt 
  Lie on your back with knees bent 
and feet flat on the floor. 
  Inhale and allow your abdomen to 
expand. 

  As you exhale, lift your tailbone 
toward your navel, while keeping your 
hips on the floor. 
 At the top of the tilt, tighten and 
release your buttocks. Repeat these 
steps eight to ten times.
These gentle exercises will help get you 
started. In addition, you may want to 
include some light cardiovascular 
exercise, like walking, swimming, or 
light weight training.

Martha Lee is Founder and Clinical 
Sexologist of Eros Coaching in Singa-
pore. She provides sex and life coaching, 
runs sex educational workshops and 
gives public talks. For more, visit www.
eroscoaching.com. 

Kegel exercises can strengthen and tone the vaginal 
walls. They are the “first line” of a management program 

to treat stress or urge urinary incontinence. 
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 By Nafisa Juzer    www.r2learNtoys.com

Toys review

reviews

How do the Montessori  
Mathematics Materials lead  
from Concrete to Abstract?

Mathematics is very important in our daily life because we see numbers everywhere around us. 
Mathematics is essentially about understanding relationships in the environment and being able 
to express them in mathematical terms. 

Mathematics is very important in 
our daily life because we see numbers 
everywhere around us. Mathematics is 
essentially about understanding relation-
ships in the environment and being able 
to express them in mathematical terms. 
The materials are sequenced from simple 
to complex and concrete to abstract, 
which helps the child in grasping the 
concepts, and making it last a lifetime 
The Montessori mathematics materials 
allow children to begin their mathemati-
cal journey from the concrete ( materials 

that are existing and real ) to the abstract 
( numeral symbols) through manipula-
tion, experimentation and invention. 
Sensorial training is of great importance 
in learning the basics of Mathematics. 
(Refer to August issue of Today’s Mother-
hood for Sensorial Materials) 
The sensorial materials help the child 
to isolate qualities – such as percep-
tion, quantity, dimension, change and 
distance. Working with the sensorial 
materials gives the child a chance to deal 
with these isolated qualities physically 

and thus he/she acquires an embodied 
sensibility of the mathematical world.
The Practical Life activities also help in 
early Mathematics. A simple activity 
such as pouring between two jugs to the 
more complex such as sweeping helps the 
child to acquire three basic mathematical 
skills such as exactness, calculation and 
repetition. From these activities the child 
learns sequence, forms and series and 
thus develops concrete ideas.
The Montessori Mathematics materials 
are divided into 6 groups.

1. IntroductIon of  
numerals from 1 - 10
The materials that are used to 
for these activities are: 
 Number Rods
 Sandpaper letters
 Spindle box
 Cards and counters
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2. IntroductIon to the decImal system
The materials that are used to for these activities are: 
 Golden Beads 
 Large number cards
 With the Golden Beads 
and the Number cards  
the child learns:
 The names of the power of ten
 Counting through
 Recognising quantities
 Linking symbol with quantities

3.  IntroductIon to the 
teen and tens board
The materials that are used to 
for these activities are: 
 Sequin Board 
 Short Bead Stairs 
 Golden Beads
With these materials the child, 
learns and understands the 
numbers within one hundred.

4. the 4 operatIons of decImal system 
The materials that are used to for these activities are: 
 Golden Beads 
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If a child follows the above sequence 
with the Materials which are simple yet 
interesting, as well as providing step-by-
step learning, he /she will definitely be 
able to grasp the Mathematical concept 
with ease. These materials are also self-
correcting, which means that children 
can see at a glance if they have made a 
mistake and can put it right without any 
help. The materials allow children to 
begin their mathematical journey from 

concrete to abstract through manipula-
tion, experimentation and invention. 
This method will be clear, logical and 
very effective to the child. 
for all today’s motherhood read-
ers – Get a 10 % discount on all 
mathematics materials – (montes-
sori and non- montessori math-
ematics materials) 
bonus :  A Step by Step Presentation 
Guide on ‘ How to Use and Present the 

Montessori Mathematics  Materials’  
that you have purchased so that you can 
begin to use the Montessori Mathematics 
Materials without any further delay.  
Remember that the first six years of your 
child’s life are the most crucial years of 
his/her life. 
If you have still not downloaded the 
‘FREE’ Maria Montessori E-Book – 
please do so NOW !  at :  
www.r2learntoys.com

5. IntroductIon to  
recordInG 
The materials that are used 
to for these activities are: 
 Small number rods
 Snake game
 Short bead stair
 Addition strip board
 Subtraction strip board
 Multiplication strip board

6. abstractIon
This is the last group where 
it is a transition to abstrac-
tion, which helps the child 
internalise the function of 
arithmetic. 
The materials that are used to 
for these activities are: 
 Short bead frame
 Division board 
 Stamp Game
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promotion

Created by a group of mothers with young children, the Brushh 

Playhouse provides creative fun and family interaction for children.

The Brushh Playhouse  is made of 2 pieces of recycled cardboard  

and when assembled,  comes up to 104cm (length)  by 54cm 

(width)  and 70cm (height).  Just enough for 2 to 4 children to 

come in and out through its pre-cut windows and doors, the 

playhouse is easily assembled in only 6 folds.  No tools required!  

The Playhouse also comes flat packed for easy storage or trans-

portation when not in use.

The Brushh Playhouse works with all colouring medium.  Give 

your little ones some colour pencils, crayons or water colour, and 

watch them transform this cardboard canvas  into their own little 

masterpiece. Let their creative juices flow as they enter their own 

fantasy world.

Brushh Playhouse
Creative Fun for Your Toddlers!

Perfect as a home or school project, the Brushh Playhouse is also 

great for parties and playgroups. Provide the children at your 

child’s party with some colouring pens and crayons and watch 

the children create a beautiful art piece that can be kept as a 

souvenir of the special event.

Available in 3 unique and fun designs - Wild Jungle, 

Princess Castle, and rocket ship,  the Brushh  

Playhouse is safe and fun.

For more inFormation, Please ContaCt Brushh... Pte ltd at tel: +65 6738 5840  
or visit the WeBsite at httP://WWW.Brushh.Com.  
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for the parent

Have you ever asked yourself, what are 
parents for?  What is your mission as a 
parent? Would you have done enough if 
you feed, clothe, and provide shelter and 
schooling for your children?  Or does par-
enting come with further responsibilities?  
James Stenson proposed some answers 
to these questions in his book Compass: 
A Handbook on Parent Leadership.  He 
noted the problems affecting individuals 
and society at large, and saw that children 
really grow up not when they can take care 
of themselves, but when they can take care 
of others – and want to.  We parents thus 
need to be forward looking.  We need to 
look ahead to the adult lives of our children 
– their personal lives, their marriages, their 
careers – and consider if, when they are 
young, we are developing the right char-
acter strengths now, in order that they can 
protect themselves and their loved ones 
later in adulthood.  

Stenson put forward a framework, 
first considered by the Greeks more than 
2000 years ago, to help define character 
strengths.  Character is an integration of 
those powers of mind, will and heart, as 

follows: 
� Prudence is sound judgment and 
conscience
� Justice is a sense of responsibility and 
fair play
� Fortitude is courage and persistence
�Temperance is self-mastery, self-disci-
pline and self-control.
�Heart is magnanimity, greatness of 
heart, a capacity for compassion, under-
standing and forgiveness

Stenson also suggested that these could 
be developed in our children through 
repeated practice.  

Do you consciously work at developing 
these character strengths in your chil-
dren?   Does your spouse support you in 
this?   Discussing this helps a couple think 
about and concretise how they can achieve 
their mission, and how they want to bring 
their children up. Otherwise each parent 
may work in an isolated manner to further 
his own individual goals or ideas, rather 
than mutually supporting each other.  
Even worse, the spouses 
may work at cross-
purposes with each 
other, giving rise 
to conflict. A wise 
person once said 
that love is not two 
people looking at each 
other all the time, but two 
people looking in the same 
direction – certainly a shared vision 
will help a couple to “pull in the same 
direction”.  

By discussing and developing a 
family mission/vision, and perhaps 
even putting it in writing, parents 

OUR MISSION AS A PARENT
 BY JOHN OOI   
 WWW.TOUCHINGLIVES.COM.SG

It is common nowadays for well-run 
organisations to have mission and vision 
statements.  In a progressive organisa-
tion, we expect to see the management 
develop a vision for the growth of the 
business, excite staff with the vision, 
and be able to translate that vision into 
actionable plans.  

would have a framework by which to 
evaluate their current state.  This would 
also help them in their considerations on 
how they can become more the family 
they would like to be.  Concretely, it would 
provide them with criteria for making de-
cisions on their family’s goals and activities, 
on the use of time and on how to allocate 
limited family finances.   

JOHN OOI, a father of six, is a family life 
educator in Touching Lives Pte Ltd.  (see 
www.touchinglives.com.sg)  He can be 
contacted at john@touchinglives.com.sg
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editorial notes

Yeong Kai Bin, Welden 

Ives Ng

Congratulations to  
TOP 12 PHOTOGENIC  

BABY PHOTO CONTEST

Kaden Ong

Aidan Seah Say Hao

Winner



drawing contest

Renee Liow,  
5 years old

Congratulations to the  
WINNER OF OUR 

KIDS DRAWING CONTEST!

Refer to our website for submission details on 
the contest.  The winner will stand a chance to 
be featured in the magazine and win a free art 
trial class at Hans Art.
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Enhancing Your Child’s Creativity!

ContaCt: Learning Edventures at Tel: 64781328 or Email: learningedventures.enquiry@gmail.com

 
The fischer TiPs are one of nature’s little wonders.  

They are made of vegetable starch and stick on 
their own accord when lightly moistened.  They 

can be cut, modelled, pressed, shaped and grated.  
Build or paint with fischer Tip, your imagination 

need know no bounds…
You can make beautiful 1-D, 2-D and even 3-D art 
pieces simply by modelling, building, gluing and 

painting with fischer TiPs!

CliCk here to see how it works!


